# Distance Learning Strategies

**FIRST MONTHS OF SCHOOL: WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?**

Our educational system is in the most extreme re-envisioning and retooling process in history. For many, school is no longer a building, but a dedicated URL, a screen, and a new toolbox of online instructional strategies. So, what has been learned since mid-March that has informed the first months of school?

**FOCUS.** Address the most urgent needs first. Successful schools and districts focus on the basics. They concentrate on infrastructure, attendance, and maintaining system coherence. Then they turn to curriculum, instruction, and assessment and the specific needs of students at risk of sustaining deep learning losses. Teachers focus in similar ways by reaching the child first, then bridging to the content. [Aspirations for Student Culture & Learning During Distance Learning](#) - Instruction Partners

**ENGAGEMENT.** At the heart of engagement are relationships. Educators have always understood the challenges of school engagement but never with this sense of immediacy. Fortunately, in this two-dimensional world we inhabit, the fundamental understanding that school—in whatever way it manifests—is based in relationships, has remained constant. Teachers and staff also need engagement opportunities that focus on wellness and managing the stress of our changing educational context. [CASEL’s Resources to Support SEL During COVID-19](#)

**BASICS.** What was always important is even more so now. The pandemic has exponentially increased the need for professional learning, especially for teachers to successfully shift to online learning. However, stay focused on the basics of teaching and learning. Remind educators of the importance of building relationships with students, structures, clarity of the outcome and demonstration of student learning. [Best Practices in Online Instruction](#) - CUE

For ideas and resources to support you, please visit the [CCEE website](#) and the [Continuity of Learning Resources](#).
#ComeBackCASchools

**COLLABORATIVE APPROACHES TO GETTING BACK TO SCHOOL**

With evolving state guidelines and considerations, local partnerships are critical in ensuring a safe return to schools. The #ComeBackCASchools campaign spotlights LEAs’ collaborative approaches to support instruction and address all potential factors that could influence the continuity of learning.

CCEE’s spotlight on San Juan Unified School District (SJUSD) showcases the long-standing partnership between SJUSD and its teacher union, the San Juan Teachers Association (SJTA), that allowed for the last-minute shift back to distance learning more manageable. Built on a foundation of trust, this collaborative relationship operates from a theory of action and a core set of shared beliefs, which guided SJUSD’s strategic priorities for the 2020-21 school year.

‘It goes back to one of our main rules, ‘there are no surprises,’ and we try to understand each other’s political realities even though they are not our own...We do not ask each other to compromise our integrity or our values in our roles in order to meet each others’ interest but - this is where the relationship comes in - we do try innovative and creative options because we do trust each other to have those unusual approaches.”

- Shannon Brown, Executive Director, SJTA

**COLLABORATE**

As early adopters of the Peer Assistance and Review (PAR) program in California, SJUSD and SJTA established the SJUSD PAR program in 2000. Governed by a joint union-management board, this program strives to ensure high-quality teaching and learning for all students, provide support for veteran teachers by teacher leaders, and foster a collaborative partnership built upon trust and transparency between the district and union. Thus, it comes as no surprise this partnership continues to be the cornerstone of innovation and collaboration, guiding many of the district’s initiatives to support educators and students with high-quality learning environments and outcomes. The systemic processes in place allowed for the rapid response of the district and association teams to implement new initiatives and programs during the pandemic.

**LISTEN**

SJUSD takes an inclusive approach to continuous improvement, actively listening to stakeholder feedback to continually refine and revise its processes. In response to the concerns shared by parents and staff regarding the 2020-21 school year, district and union leadership came together to support its educators in developing consistent and aligned curriculum options for distance learning. Stakeholder input also supported the iterative process of drafting, reviewing, and revising instructional recommendations that informed the draft Learning Continuity and Attendance Plan presented to the SJUSD school board on September 8, 2020.

**COMMUNICATE**

SJUSD’s communication process applies a networked approach through its district, site, and association leaders to identify and address significant “pressure points.” The collective group actively works together to strategize, create, and revise communication plans to effectively push out information to various stakeholder groups. These collaborative partnerships result in a fluid process, in which each team “carries the water in terms of communication in different ways.”

Click here to listen to the full audio clip of Melissa Bassenelli, Deputy Superintendent of Schools and Student Support, SJUSD.

In Case You Missed It

Click here for the archived webinar and slides for Introduction to the Health & Safety Guidebook: Tools and Resources to Support a Safe Return to Schools.